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February 2004
Next General Meetings

our Next meeting, march 8:
Darlene Keffer Presents:
The Humble Mug: Our Bread and Butter.

Dates for 2004

Monday, March 8
Thursday, April 8
Friday, May 7
Mentoring program
All those interested in participating in the formation of a mentoring program for and by
guild members please give your name to
Chandler Swain (kidswain@sympatico.ca)
Cathy Payne (fishart@magma.ca).

We will drag a wheel into our meeting room and
let Darlene loose with her many ideas on the mug
form. She will also address rims, feet and
handles, and if time permits, a bit on the
development of her mug form and how she came
to her present (2004) form.
Darlene Keffer has been potting for more than 25
years. She began her career at Carleton
University in the late 70's as technician.
Moving to Manitoba, she became of co-operative
owner of Stoneware Gallery, a a respected
downtown gallery. During that time she also
studied Fine Arts at the University of Manitoba.
Returning to Ontario in the mid 80's she worked
for many years at NVAC as technician and
instructor. Upon the birth of her thrid child, she
started Keffer Pottery at her home in Clayton
where she taught and produced a line of
functional work.
Three years ago she moved to Almonte to open
the Keffer Gallery where she represents up to 70
people. She teaches at the Almonte Potter's Guild
and continues to produce pots.
Don't miss this meeting at NVAC, Monday
March 8
Lisa-Marie Serafin.

Library News from Linda
Do you live in the East End, and cannot make it to the meeting to return your library books?
Ingrid Stephenson has been kind enough to offer to bring books back for other members.
She lives near the Gloucester Centre, at 25 Crown Hill Street. Her number is 749-1906.
Thank-you Ingrid!
And as mentioned in the last newsletter, items can also be returned to
Ellen Sloan (Downtown Otawa; 232-2066)
and Linda Taylor (Almonte & Stittsville; 256-7764).
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classified adds
Pilar Arjona a guild’s member has moved to
Kanata; she is setting up her art studio! Needs
tools, boards, table and anything useful to start-up.
Also, a second hand ELECTIC THROWING
WHEEL Phone 8361281

Next NEWSLETTER
Deadline for our Newsletters will be
one week after our meeting, or

March 16th, 2004.

All those interested in participating in the formation of a mentoring program for and by guild
members please give your name to
Chandler Swain (kidswain@sympatico.ca)
Cathy Payne (fishart@magma.ca).

Please email to
Newsletter@ottawaguildofpotters.ca
Or call me:
Ph. Fax. (613) 599-5185
Guild Phone (613) 230-2446

FOR SALE The Glaze Book by Stephen Murfitt
ISBN 0-87349-276-5
$40.00
contact _potter@sympatico.ca if interested

Check Our website:

www.ottawaguildofpotters.ca

March weekend Workshop
St. Lawrence College, Brockville: Clay Work on a Larger Scale
Functional por purely decorative; the focus will be to assemble large pieces with slabs, coils and molds.
Strength and durability will be our primary goal for this hands on workshop. Bring your ideas, drawings and thoughts of your garden. The finished pieces can be fired in the college kilns for those who so
wish. Sculpture clay can be purchased from the instructor. A firing fee will apply if more than one
oversized piece is produced.
Prior experience with clay, at least one course, is recommended for this workshop (12 hours)
Instructor: Christina McCarthy 613 342 7181
St. Lawrence College, Room 256
GENI 348 480
Sat/Sun Mar 27 & 28 9am-4pm (Supplies must be ordered in advance for this course so registration
deadline will be March 1) Fee: $97.37
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City of ottawa : budget and cuts
Dear Rosario,
Thanks for including this in your newsletter. We are working hard to pull things forward on a
number of fronts. The March 4th meeting of the Health, Recreation and Social Services Committee will hearfrom delegations throughout the day, beginning at 9:30 a.m. There are currently 70
people who have asked to speak. A rally of a broad coalition of community groups (health,
child-care, arts, poverty advocates, etc) will hold a rally at 12:00 noon at Ottawa City Hall,
gathering on Festival Plaza..
A second rally is being planned for the cultural community at 6:00 p.m.
We are scrambling to put the details together, but if you could let your members know about the
date, time and place, that would be helpful. Let me know if I can be of more help. I will forward
details as they develop.
Peter Honeywell, Executive Director
Council for the Arts in Ottawa/Conseil des arts d'Ottawa
2 av Daly Ave, Ottawa, ON K1N 6E2
(613) 569-1387 fax 233-0698
peter@arts-ottawa.on.ca www.arts-ottawa.on.ca

A look inside
some changes
of the “DRAFT” or
PROPOSED
BUDGET
OF THE CITY OF
OTTAWA, 2004
LET’S GET
INVOLVED!
Visit the website
www.budget2004.net
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Who’s Who
President
Past President
Treasurer
Newsletter
Outside Workshops

Chandler Swain
Vickie Salinas
Jean Jaffe
Rosario Umaña
Allison Usher

Exhibition Convener Caroline Fitzpatrick
Sales Committee
Lis Allison
Pat Jessop
Veronika Von Nostitz
Klara Bruehlmann
Carolyn Gibbs
Refreshment Convenor Helen Stone
and Gina Marin
Website Manager
Bruce Jones
Members’ Album and Mentors Project
Cathy Payne

Vice President
Lisa-Marie Serafin
Secretary
Joyce Lemke
Membership
Gord Smith
Member Workshops Gina Marin
Librarian
Linda Taylor
Standards and Education
Doris McIlroy
Louise Simonson
Catherine Brewster
Diny van den Berg
Darlene Keffer
Rosemary Swan
Rita Redner
Lucie Rossignal
Carolynne Pynn-Trudeau

Jim Thomson to be the juror for the Annual Spring Exhibition
We are delighted that Jim Thomson has agreed to be our juror this year. Jim has been on the clay
scene in this area for many years and many Guild members know him and have been taught by him.
To quote from his curriculum vitae he “has been a ceramic artist for almost 30 years and has exhibited his work across Canada, in China, Japan, the Netherlands, Italy as well as in New York City. He
has lectured and given workshops at The Nova Scotia School of Art and Design, Ontario College or
Art, Concordia University, Sheridan College of Art and Design, Queen’s University, The Gardiner
Museum of Ceramic Art, The National Gallery of Canada and The Burlington Arts Centre.
Jim has taught with the Ottawa Board of Education Algonquin College and The Banff Centre. Currently he teaches at The Ottawa School of Art and conducts workshops at his newly built Lolaland
Clay Studio near Ottawa where he also teaches privately.”
It does not mention that he also gave workshops at NVAC where I thoroughly enjoyed his teaching
and his enthusiasm in sharing his love of clay with us.
Jim assures me that, although his work in clay is of the art or non-functional variety, he is also very
interested in functional work and very appreciative of it.
He will have the difficult task of selecting pieces from those submitted to be in the exhibition and
making the awards for such categories as Best in Show, Best Designed, Best Decorated, Best Functional, Best Non-functional……
Jim will present the awards at 3.30 p.m. on Thursday 22nd April and I hope that you will be there and
take the opportunity to meet with him and congratulate the winners.
Caroline Fitzpatrick
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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Potter’stories: my place as a potter in the 3rd millennium
It is Boxing Day 2003 and I am back in the studio to work on an order due before the end of the year.
The wheel had been turned off at 6:00 p.m. on Christmas Eve. I wonder vaguely if I should be annoyed having put myself in a position of having to work on Boxing Day. Was my hero, Steven Hill in
his studio this day? Had David Leach stepped off his wheel at 6:00 Christmas Eve all those many
years at St. Ives? Surely many nurses, road workers, store clerks are also back on the job. Perhaps the
only difference is that I have chosen to go back into the studio that day having only left it 36 hours before. Nonetheless, I am back in my environment, the walls of my comfort zone, and as 2003 draws to
a close I admit to myself that I am also very excited about my new line of work for the upcoming
year, and in truth can hardly wait to get started. Apparently, I am exactly where I want to be.
Boxing Day, like New Year’s Eve, offers the luxury of contemplating one’s place in the world, and in
my case, my place as a potter in the 3rd millennium. How am I fitting into the shoes of those who have
gone before? Could I really be one of them with my new hot pink and black pots designed for the
Beaches of Toronto 2004? We potters work in a humble medium, producing what some might refer to
as a humble product. Within the broader spectrum of the arts, I feel that potters as a group are modest
about their accomplishments, no Voice of Fire for us. Hamada was also humble. He created tea bowls
of such quintessential modesty that the sheer beauty of them can still grip the soul of the potter with
such ferocity as to wring every last tearful emotion from our very bones. I wonder if Hamada worked
on Boxing Day? When did he first call himself a potter?
In Canada we have no firmly established rites of passage for the aspiring potter. We have highly recognized schools which put students through the rigors of academia and studio and spit them out into
the world to fend for themselves. No different really than business colleges or schools of dentistry.
We grow into our profession of choice. So when do students earn the right to call themselves potters?
Robin Hopper spent his first year as a potter wedging clay for the throwers. He had to earn his place at
the wheel. I recall clearly the first time I uttered the words to some unsuspecting inquirer “I am a potter” having for years no real answer as to what I did for a living. In fact, I had been working for 7 or 8
years as a professional potter, being at that point a co-operative owner of a prestigious downtown
Winnipeg gallery and selling my pots at One of a Kind. I simply did not know at what point I had
crossed the line. In Canada, we lack the apprenticeship programs which in some countries so clearly
structure the progress of the craft.
There are days when I feel undeserving of this title. Did Hamada have such days? David Leach? Steven Hill? On Boxing Day 2003 I think I know why I have those days. Those days are a casualty in the
battle for excellence. It is the dogged slogging hours to push ourselves to the edge of a form, to the
beauty of a surface treatment, or the formulation of a breathtaking glaze that redeems those days for
us. I live in hopes of someday creating the perfect mug, the elusive merging of form and function. Occasionally in thirty years I feel I have come close and sometimes wonder if I will recognize that perfect mug should it one day appear. I am comforted and inspired in knowing that Hamada faced the
same challenge. Boxing Day 2003 and I am in my element. As long as I have some family and
friends within close proximity I am content. Contentment can be as elusive as that perfect mug; it is a
humble word with a profound ramification. It is that to which we cannot assign a dollar value. I am a
wealthy person within my chosen career and lifestyle. At this point in my life I hope I will go to my
grave with clay under my fingernails; I suspect I will spend my years restraining myself every other
day from opening a too hot kiln. How fortunate and grateful I feel. Thank you Hamada, David Leach
and Steven Hill for offering me the standard to which I aspire. I trust I will continue to have days of
absolute exasperation. They are a good thing.
Darlene Keffer
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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Potter’stories:
How to Make Your First Sale Experience a Great One
When I joined the Guild in June of 2002, I was still living in Winnipeg and making arrangements to
move out east. I was doing very well in terms of selling my pots and wanted to continue to do so when
I arrived at my new home. When I was talking to Cathy Payne (membership executive at the time), I
was very excited to find out that the Guild held two sales per year at which I could sell my pots.
"Great," I thought, "I'll have a venue in which to sell." The let-down came when Cathy told me I
couldn't participate in the sale until I'd been a member for a year and then only if my pots passed standards. Yikes. What did that mean? When I arrived at my first meeting in September 2002, I was very
impressed that a Guild such as ours existed. All these books, videos, magazines, the sale, workshops,
the goodies, the coffee and this huge roomful of potters! There is nothing like this in Winnipeg and I
wondered if there were even 50 potters in my hometown, let alone a group of more than 150!
I noted that not much was being said in meetings about the sale and when there was it was all very
cryptic. As a newbie, I didn't know the skinny. I didn't know the sale lingo. When Lis started talking
about the "right tape to use" I wondered why the whole group had to use the same tape. I didn't understand that the tape was used for price tags, I just thought it was some weird neurosis that the Guild
had. I had to find out more. Not just about this tape thing, but the whole thing! I wasn't sure who to
ask or even what to ask, so I remained quiet and observed for the next 2 months. By the November
meeting, I'd figured out who the key people were and approached them to offer my time as a volunteer, so I could get an insider's view of how things were run. I attended my first sale in December
2002 and was very impressed with the smooth running of the sale and how things were set up for a
relatively easy weekend. At first I thought that I'd have to man my "booth" for 12 hour days over the
weekend, but no. Thankfully someone invented the 4 hour shift and the co-op cash. You literally only
have to worry about a few things when you are selling - setting up and tearing down, your shifts, restocking your display and making sure you are well fed. Low blood sugar makes us grumpy.
For my first volunteer shift, I wrapped pots for four hours. I also asked many questions of those with
whom I worked. I walked through the sales room dozens of times, looking at pots, getting a handle on
pricing and sought out someone (who didn't look too busy) right then and there, each time I had a
question.
At the next sale I volunteered my time with the Exhibition portion of our spring event and still unable
to be a seller because my anniversary date was June and this was April, I was at least able to enter in
the exhibition. So I learned the ropes as a volunteer there too. I also helped a little with the garden display and again, walked the floor looking at the pots and pricing. After working just 2 shifts as a volunteer, the sale became much less of a mystery to me. All that was left to be done was to apply to the
Christmas 2003 sale, read the handbook thoroughly, pass standards, ask for help when I needed it and
come to understand that I will make mistakes, but they can easily be corrected. At least I wouldn't
walk into the Hellenic Centre on the morning of my first sale and not know where to go or what to do
first, because honestly, everyone is too busy setting up to be your personal tour guide. Wandering
around at that moment looking for help is a waste of valuable time needed to set up your display.
SEE NEXT PAGE….
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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How to Make Your First Sale Experience a Great One
(continued)
So here are some easy steps to having a Stress-Less First Sale.
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Introduce yourself to the Sales Committee and Sale Veterans. These are the people with whom
you will come to depend on when you have questions and need help.
While you're waiting to become eligible to sell at your first sale, volunteer at least 2 shifts doing 2 different jobs. That's only 8 hours out of your life. I know life is busy, but if this sale is
to become a source of income for you, view this as a way of "giving back" before you even
get started. Sales committee members will be very grateful for the extra hands.
Walk the sales floor and look at the pots. Look at what's being sold and at what price. Every
venue is different and you need to know what the market will bear at this venue.
Walk around the venue itself. Know where the "back room" is. Hint: it's where all the yummy
food is. Know where the washrooms and the coat room are. Knowing the layout will save you
time later.
Read your handbook thoroughly and look for the answers there first. If the answer isn't there,
ask.
Set up your display at home well before the sale to make sure it works and fits the space you
have rented. If you do this weeks in advance you will have plenty of time for modifications.
Having said that, make sure your display CAN be modified, not only to fit specifications, but
to be expanded or made smaller as needed.
Above all else, leave yourself plenty of time for everything from getting your work fired to
driving the morning of to the venue to set up. Don't leave anything to the last minute. It will
only stress you out and stress makes us grumpy.
Lisa-Marie Serafin
Vice President
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Our Annual juried spring Exhibitions
Held in conjunction with the Spring Sale 22nd – 25th April, 2004
EVERYONE IN THE GUILD IS ENCOURAGED TO SUBMIT A PIECE FOR THE EXHIBITION.
Please read the following information carefully.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1. Please bring your submission(s) to the Hellenic Community Centre, 1315 Prince of Wales
Dive between 10a.m. and 11a.m. on Thursday 22nd April (Earth Day)
2. Each person may submit a maximum of THREE PIECES or ONE PIECE and ONE SET.
3. Submissions must be new work, made within the past twelve and never been
exhibited before.
4. All pieces selected for the exhibition must remain a part thereof until the end of the
sale at 5 p.m. on Sunday 25th April, 2004.
5. For pieces from your sale inventory, put your label on the BOTTOM of the pot. Your entry
will be recorded and, if not selected, it will be put under your table.
6. For members not participating in the sale there is a $5.00 entry fee.
7. For members not in the sale – your piece(s) will be identified and labelled by the exhibition
team and, if not selected, will be in the backroom for you to pick up by 5p.m. Sunday 24th
April. After that time the Ottawa Guild of Potters cannot be responsible for it.
8. Pieces selected will be relabelled with an exhibition number. A separate exhibition sale
sheet will be maintained in the back room. Someone will be staffing the exhibition during the
sale and they will deal with any purchases.
The pieces will remain in the exhibition until the end of the sale on 25th April.
9. The Award Ceremony will be at 5 p.m. on 22nd April before the sale opens. Everyone is
invited to attend to hear the results and congratulate the winners. ALSO it is really good if the
winners are their to receive their awards!
•

So get creative, make that special piece and GOOD LUCK!!

………………………………………………………………………………………
Please bring this tear-off application with you on Thursday 22nd April
Name:
Telephone #:
Description or title of piece #1
Description or title of piece #2
Description or title of piece #3
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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John Chalke workshop in peterborough

march 6&7

In March 2000, after over 30 years in the forefront of Canadian ceramics, John Chalke received the first
ever Governor General's Award in Visual and Media Arts for Fine Craft. In 2002 John became a member of
the Royal Canadian Academy of Art (RCA).

Artist Statement
My interest has remained inconveniently multi-faceted in most things ceramic-from its misty prehistory, when
only clay and gods mattered, to the subsequent historical offerings from many lands. Food and tea presentation,
clay and glaze research, the art of throwing, the art of handbuilding, kilns, riverside shards, emissivity, the
smell of old clay, on and on. The straight path to the studio from the house is necessarily most serpentine some
days. Some months of the year, though, make it much simpler. When the days grow warmer I work much more
outside, where pots dry more quickly. I become a potter and become familiar again with muscle and ache.
From November on, when things are freezing solid outside, body activity slows down and more cerebral struggle takes its place. A farmer might go curling during this time. I suppose I go handbuilding. This sequence has
been part of my making for well over 30 years.&n bsp; The only thing I can see that has changed is more honing, more reflection, more revisiting old and new places in my mind, and less guilt about the now petty.
John Chalke's work is both thrown and hand built. The clay body used is made at home from native Saskatchewan clays. Different kilns are used for specific temperatures, including a three-chamber wood-fired kiln in the
southwest Alberta foothills.
"It's still hard to know how my pre-making mind operates. I know it sometimes calls upon quarries of ideas,
which are based on known previous historical and cultural contacts ... early American and English slipware,
French wood-fired country pots, Japanese Oribe designs, woodcuts from early children's books. But then there is
another pulse which sporadically appears above the thought horizon, like northern lights. It might be the peeling
red and blue paint on a barn door ... or a folk art weathervane ... perhaps the word "Clinchfield" on a boxcar
across the tracks…. What the objects I make must have to operate successfully is a comfortable relationship with
the human scale: for example, an engaging encounter with both hands. But they should maintain a querulous position also, like dug up jewelry or a table top in the rain."

John Chalke has been working with clay for over 40 years. Born in the United Kingdom in 1940, he received
an Art Teacher's Certificate in education from the Bath Academy of Art in 1962. Soon after setting up a studio
in London, his work was being exhibited at the city's Design Centre. He taught at the Farnham and Harrow
schools of art before emigrating to Canada in 1968.
While he has taught throughout his career—at the University of Alberta, the University of Calgary and the Alberta College of Art and Design—the main focus of his energy has been in the studio. Over his career he has
participated in over 240 national and international exhibitions. These include exhibitions and competitions in
New York, San Angelo (Texas), Chicago, Lausanne, Tokyo, London, Koblenz, Sydney, Montreal, Toronto,
Edmonton and Calgary
Chalke's contribution to his craft, including ground-breaking research, has been recognized in some 25 books
on ceramic art and in numerous magazine and journal articles. His jury duty has been extensive: he was the
sole judge for the prestigious Fletcher Challenge Ceramics Award in Auckland (1996) and was the sole judge
for the 2000 Sydney Myer International Ceramics Award in Australia. In 2000 John was the first recipient of
the prestigious Governor General's Award for Fine Craft.
Chalke is one of four Canadian ceramists to have had work purchased by the Victoria and Albert Museum. His
work is also found in private and public collections throughout North America, in the U.K., Italy, Japan,
France and Australia. In Canada, these include the Winnipeg Art Gallery, the Canadian lay and Glass Gallery,
the Canada Council Art Bank and the Bronfman Corporate Collection. John is the recipient of the first Governor Generals' Award for Fine Craft (2000). He lives in Calgary with his wife and fellow ceramic artist Barbara
Tipton.
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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Potter’s Helpline
The Potter’s Helpline is a resource group of experienced potters who are
willing to answer questions (as far as they can) or suggest other sources of
information via phone or e-mail or at meetings. It is hoped that this resource group will be especially useful to new Potters. For March the following 5 people have agreed to be in the resource group.
Lis Allison lis@pine-ridge.org 832-2156
Carolynne Pynn-Trudeau cpynntrudeau@cyberus.ca 233-9455
Rosemary Swan roneilswan@rogers.com 749-8109
Vickie Salinas vickiesalinas@rogers.com 226-1939
Lisa-Marie Serafin (firing) lms_pottery@sympatico.ca 819281-3307
If the Helpline seems to be worthwhile we will need more people to make
up new resource groups. If you would like to be involved in this call Joyce
226-4559 Joyce.lemke@sympatico.ca. We are aware that many potters in
the Guild are very modest about their knowledge and probably would not
want to put themselves forward so you can expect to be asked.
Darlene Keffer of the Keffer Gallery in Almonte
Darlene Keffer of the Keffer Gallery in Almonte has proposed that her annual autumn show feature the OGP. The show is to open Oct. 15th and will
run until the 24th. The opening will open at 7:00, the Gallery will provide
the wine and perhaps potters could bring a plate of finger food. Advertising
will be done by Keffer Gallery. The show will be juried (like our spring
show); each potter can submit 3 pieces. The Juror is to be decided, perhaps
to coincide with a September workshop with a visiting potter. All work is to
be submitted on Oct. 14th, the show will be set up by Keffer Gallery. All
work will be for sale. Prizes will be offered. So, when you get that special
piece, make sure you save it!
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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Application for the Oct 13-16 pottery and glass sale

For more information see next page!
Workshop of The ontario clay and glass association
To register:
Please send
Name, Address,
Phone, E-mail
More Information:

FUSION: The OntarioClay and Glass
Association, Cedar
Ridge Creative Centre
225 Confederation Drive
Toronto M1G 1B2
Phone: 416-438-0192

2fusion@interlog.com
In order to attend, you
must be a member of
FUSION or the
Kawartha Potters’
Guild.
Registration: $85
Newsletter of the Ottawa Guild of Potters
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